TeleBlocker –Block All Unwanted Calls
TeleBlocker is a little call blocker device that can block telemarketers, politicians, junk faxes, charity, nonprofit
organizations, research companies conducting polls/surveys, collection agents, banks, lawyers, hospitals, credit
cards companies… all unwanted calls for you.
Features:
1) Supports up to 500 entries of Blacklist (once the caller's number is in the blacklist, your phone will not
ringing) and Whitelist (only numbers in the white list will be passed on.) All numbers are stored in flash
memory so they will not be lost while power off. With the 'Fuzzy Matching' feature of Teleblocker you can
block thousands of numbers calling in!
2) Block UNKNOWN calls (include 'O' - out of area and 'P'- Private calls and Unavailable calls)
3) Supports 'Bellcore FSK' and 'DTMF' caller id format
4) Easy to store the current caller id into Blacklist or Whitelist during conversation
5) Supports FUZZY MATCHING feature so that it can stop all '800-xxx-xxxx' (prefix with ‘800’) or '866-xxx4321' (prefix with ‘866’ and end with ‘4321’) calls.
Hardware Connection:
1) Connect the telephone normal land line to the 'LINE' port (Important Notes: if you have an ADSL
connection using this landline, please unplug your ADSL modem and all filters, plug the Teleblocker straight
into the wall jack while testing Teleblocker the first time)
2) Connect the telephone machine to the 'TELEPHONE' port
3) Connect the DC adapter to the 'DC 5V' port
LCD Displayer Setup and Checking:
1) Setup Year, Day and Time: Press ‘SET’ once -> LCD displays ‘SET 1 DATE’ -> then press ‘SET’ to
confirm -> press ‘LEFT’ or ‘RIGHT’ to adjust the flashing digits -> press ‘SET’ to confirm
2) 100 groups of incoming calls checking: Press ‘LEFT’ or ‘RIGHT’ to check the incoming numbers
3) 30 groups of outgoing calls checking: Press ‘OUT’ -> then press ‘LEFT’ or RIGHT’ to check outgoing calls
4) Delete Function: When checking incoming or outgoing calls, press ‘DEL’ once to delete current number.
Press ‘DEL’ and hold down for 2 seconds then all incoming or outgoing numbers will be deleted.
5) Callback Function: While checking the incoming or outgoing calls, press ‘BACK’ once -> then lift up the
telephone handset and the number will be dialed out.
Blacklist and Whitelist Setup:
In off-hook state, you may input operation code from the telephone keypad. And you will hear a return code
from TeleBlocker. (In this process you may hear the phone prompts 'invalid number', please ignore it).
For example, if you want to stop ‘987-654-3210’ from calling you, you can put this number into blacklist like
this: lift up your telephone handset -> input ‘#19876543210#’ -> then you may hear the return sound ‘Beep –’,
that means setup successfully.
Operation
Add a blacklist entry
Delete a blacklist entry
Delete all blacklist entries

Code
#1 [Number] #
#2 [Number] #
#3123456#

Successful Return Code
‘Beep –‘
‘Beep –‘
‘Beep –‘

Add a whitelist entry
Delete a whitelist entry
Delete all whitelist entries

#4 [Number] #
#5 [Number] #
#6123456#

‘Beep –‘
‘Beep –‘
‘Beep –‘

Turn on blacklist
Turn on whitelist
Check status

#9
#0
##

‘Beep –‘
‘Beep – Beep –‘
‘Beep –‘means blacklist was turned on / ‘Beep –
Beep –‘ means whitelist was turned on

Store current caller id
(while receiving an incoming
call, during conversation)

#7#

After ‘Beep – Beep –‘ then input
‘1’ to add to blacklist
‘2’ to delete from blacklist
‘4’ to add to whitelist
‘5’ to delete from whitelist

There are several types of return codes:
1) A long 'Beep –‘ means operation was successful
2) Three short 'Beep Beep Beep' means operation was fail
3) A Short 'Beep' means operation timeout (key in interval is more than 3 seconds)
4) Two long 'Beep – Beep –' means Whitelist was turned on
5) One long and three short 'Beep- Beep Beep Beep' means storage was full
Remarks:
1) While blacklist is turned on, any caller number that is in the blacklist will be blocked.
2) While whitelist is turned on, only a caller number that is in the whitelist will be passed on.
3) If you want to block UNKNOWN calls please add this operation code: #10# to the blacklist.
4) The max length of [Number] is 16 digits
5) While inputting [Number] you can use ‘*’ for fuzzy matching. Every ‘*’ represents one digit. For
example:
952******* means ten digit numbers that are prefixed with 952
******3456 means ten digit numbers that end with 3456
785***8765 means ten digit numbers that are prefixed with 785 and end with 8765
Q&A:
Q: I have setup the blacklist but there is no action while a call comes in?
A: This is because TeleBlocker does not receive the caller id. The reason maybe there is interference on
the phone line (from an ADSL modem or an ADSL splitter etc). That’s why we ask you to turn off the
ADSL modem and connect the Teleblocker straight into the wall jack while testing Teleblocker the first
time. In order to resolve this problem please install an efficient ADSL splitter before TeleBlocker.
Q: Why does the operation code ‘#7#’ not work sometimes?
A: Maybe you are too eager to enter the code while just lifting the handset. Please try this: when a calls
comes in -> lift the handset -> wait for 2 seconds -> enter the code ‘#7#’ -> then you will hear the return
sound ‘Beep- Beep-‘ (that means you can go on your operation).
Q: What happens when a blocked caller calls? Does my phone ring?
A: Teleblocker stops the call immediately. Your phone will not ring at all! (Maybe few telephone
machines are not compatible with Teleblocker and you will hear the first ring, please change another
telephone machine.)
Q: Sometimes TeleBlocker can not receive my operation code?
A: Maybe someone just called in and TeleBlocker is in its own operating process. Please hang on your
telephone and operate again after 6 seconds.
Q: Why no one can call in after I install Teleblcoker?
A: This is because you have turned on the Whitelist (and there is no entry in it). Please turn on the
Blacklist and it will be fine.
Q: Will the records in Blacklist or Whitelist be lost while Teleblocker power down?
A: No! All numbers are stored in the flash memory so they will be stayed there while power off.
Any question or comment welcome at: eb4d30@gmail.com

www.teleblocker.com

